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traditional old-time music itself, then 
this is the CD for you, as I think the 
style of music here could be described 
as a bridge joining original old-time 
to the awakenings of bluegrass and 
more sophisticated interpretations 
of old tunes and songs. It’s a highly 
enjoyable collection, perfect listening 
when driving along the A40 on a 
sunny morning.

Jan Howard
Available from: Bandcamp,  
www.steammachinemusic.com

Victor Furtado

Dellorto Island
Victor Furtado: banjo; Nate Leath: 
fiddle; Aila Wildman: fiddle, vocals; 
Andrew Vogts;fiddle;Danny Knicely: 
guitar, vocals ; Eli Wildman: mandolin, 
tenor guitar; Sean Newman: bass, 
vocals
Rattletrap / Candy Girl / Rusty / Dance 
All Night With A Bottle In Your Hand / 
Elzic’s Farewell / Branches And Vines / 
Grub Springs / Denver Belle / Clifftop 
Belle / If I Should Wander Back Tonight 
/ The Indian Song / Dellorto Island / 
Sugar Hill / Heart Of Gold / The Bear 
Chase / Tirth
This is Victor Furtado’s third album, 
his first being issued when he was 13 
years of age. Now only 19 he displays 
a prodigious technical talent allied 
with great musicality. Stephen Wade 
provides the sleeve notes regarding 
his influences and writes that while 
he is conversant with the Round 
Peak masters, he does not copy them, 
but draws his influences from their 
admirers and YouTube performances 
that catch his interest. He approaches 
the music, as Wade notes, not as “a 
preservationist… but as a participant”. 
His preferred instrument is an open-
back twelve inch pot, which gives a 
deeper tone, but also a bell-like quality 
in the upper register, and he alternates 
his playing style to encompass minstrel 
style, frailing, and finger picking, often 
within the same piece.
The first few bars of Rattletrap 
promise something special. A fast 
paced traditional tune played with 
a really tight ensemble where no 
one dominates,this swings along – a 
masterful introduction. Cindy Girl 
has a haunting feel, with a dialogue 
between banjo and fiddle in call and 
response mode. The band then breaks 
out into a full-blown ensemble with 
Victor’s drop thumb frailing to the 
fore. Victor Furtado’s own composition 
Rusty is a reflective piece, leaving the 

usual string band sound and where the 
banjo takes the lead, well supported by 
guitar and string bass. Dance All Night 
With A Bottle In Your Hand is a familiar 
tune, the twin fiddles reminding me of 
the Highwoods String Band. The tight 
vocals adds to the good time sound. 
Elzic’s Farewell is a well-arranged 
piece, emphasising the old time fiddle 
and banjo interplay, and given extra lift 
by guitar, mandolin, and bass, which 
subtly drift the tune into new territory.
Branches And Vines is another of 
Victor’s compositions which runs 
into ‘newgrass’ territory incorporating 
smooth Nashville and western swing 
sounds with rippling harmonic runs 
and a gentle fade-out. It’s more 
thoughtful than “get up and go” dance 
tunes, and beautifully played. Grub 
Springs is back on familiar ground and 
the quiet start erupts into an exciting 
jumpy piece with bluesy licks and 
tightly controlled ensemble playing. 
The first section of the traditional 
Denver Belle is very similar to 
“Liberty”, and contains some excellent 
mandolin from Eli Wildman duetting 
with one of the fiddles. Track nine, 
Clifftop Belle, is another of Victor’s 
compositions and is a reflective solo 
piece using the deeper sound of the 
twelve inch pot to good effect, and 
exploiting the bell-like sound you 
can get in the upper register with the 
larger pot. The second song on the CD, 
If I Should Wander Back Tonight is pure 
commercial country, with its typical 
vocal harmonies and instrumental 
breaks. A style sometimes looked 
down on by the purist – but it requires 
some effort to get the vocal harmonies 
right!
The Indian Song is about as far 
removed from the last number as you 
can get, with its Arabic references 
and bent strings evoking the Arabic 
lute. Dellorto Island is a further move 
from old-time, and starts with a 
quiet reflective ramble around the 
fingerboard evoking a feeling of 
isolation. Just when you thought 
they’d abandoned the old music, the 
band bursts back with Sugar Hill. The 
playing is amazing, prompting the 
thought, I know what he’s doing, but 
how do his fingers and brain keep up? 
There is no frantic rush as the band 
retain their usual smooth assured style. 
The second vocal track, Heart Of Gold, 
sung by Aila Wildman, is a moody 
piece with subdued banjo and fiddle 
passages with echos of Bela Fleck 
and Stephane Grappelli. Victor’s next 
composition The Bear Chase reminds 
me of the Hot Club Of France – 
solid swinging rhythm with brilliant 
virtuosity from banjo, mandolin, and 
guitar. At this speed they must have 
outrun the bear! The disc ends with 
another of Victor’s compositions. 
Tirth begins with a strumming 
pattern going back to the days of 
Uncle Dave Macon, and develops into 
a fingerboard-wide tuneful piece with 
some neat abrupt stops in the bars. 
This is another track where he displays 
the range of his technical mastery, 
accompanied only by Sean Newman’s 

bass fiddle. This final track represents 
the gradual move from old-time to 
more exotic influences, still using the 
early tradition, but in a similar vein to 
Mike Seeger’s “Hesperus” , a crossing 
over of medieval music, Appalachian 
and bluegrass instrumental techniques. 
This CD is not an end product, but 
an early step on Victor Furtado’s 
musical journey. The cover notes 
mention his imminent move to a 
music conservatory where his musical 
imagination can develop – it’s difficult 
to imagine how they will improve his 
playing technique! His use of various 
styles means that there are times when 
the listener cannot tell when drop-
thumb frailing may not, in fact, be 
three finger picking. His changes are 
seamless. This should be in every banjo 
players collection. I look forward to his 
future recordings.

Colin Tipping
Available from: Patuxent Music

Rafe Stefanini and David Bragger

Holy Smoke! (Tikki Parlour 
Recordings)
Rafe Stefanini – fiddle; David 
Bragger: banjo
Forty Weight of Gingerbread / Shipping 
Port / Nitches Over The Hill / Meriwether 
/ Billy In The Lowground / Toss The 
Feathers / Buck Snort / Chinquapin / 
Down At The Mouth of Old Stinson / 
Hamilton’s Special Breakdown / Smokey 
Hole / The Wise Maid / Pretty Little Girl 
With A Blue Dress On / Sweet Milk And 
Peaches / Poundcake And Sugar/ Back 
Step Cindy / Irish Boy
This CD is what happens when you 
shut two old-time obsessives in a small 
room with a fiddle, a banjo and some 
recording equipment: a collection of 
17 tunes from across America and 
beyond, drawing on an historical 
heritage which is as important to the 
players as each note of the musical 
heritage is. David Bragger and Rafe 
Stefanini first met when David was 
struggling to learn fiddle in one of 
Rafe’s classes over fifteen years ago. It 
wasn’t until he recorded Rafe and his 
daughter Clelia that he first played 
with Rafe and thus a friendship was 
forged over a “mutual obsession for 
old-time music”. Their obsession has 
forged and formed this CD.
At first glance the CD seems to be 
along the same lines as many other 
old-time CDs; a quick look at the tune 
list on the cover and I think I know 
a fair few of them and am looking 
forward to hearing a new version of an 
old familiar tune, but it soon becomes 

apparent that this is no ordinary 
collection of old-time tunes. Indeed 
this is something rather special and 
very interesting.
Rather unusually I would like to 
start with the liner notes – they are 
extensive, detailed and very interesting.  
David Bragger has written them 
and he introduces the background 
of his and Rafe’s friendship and his 
respect for Rafe as a player.  Then each 
tune gets a paragraph of historical 
background with particular focus on 
the fiddler that the tune came from 
and where it was played along with 
humorous stories and tales about 
them. The tunings for the fiddle and 
banjo are all here along with David’s 
reasons for choosing the banjo tunings 
that he has and the artists’ reasons for 
choosing that tune to go on the album.  
The tunes themselves seem somewhat 
sparse at first – the omission of double 
bass and guitar means that the tunes 
lilt along quite happily, but they lack 
the more powerful energy and drive 
of a full old-time band. Each tune is 
also perfectly and precisely performed 
– the care and detail of both Rafe and 
David’s playing is considerable and 
easily audible. I think that both of 
these factors are deliberate, especially 
when tied in with the fact that a lot 
of these tunes are rarely heard or are 
unusual versions of old favourites.  It 
seems to me that David and Rafe are 
not just playing their favourite tunes, 
but they are also preserving something 
that is precious to them and handing 
it on to future generations in an easily 
accessible format.
There are tunes which originate 
with the more well known masters 
of old-time: Clyde Davenport’s 
Meriweather, Tommy Jarrell’s Back 
Step Cindy and John Morgan Salyer’s 
Irish Boy. However there are also 
tunes which draw on both David and 
Rafe’s extensive knowledge of old-
time music, bringing to the fore more 
unusual fiddlers and their versions of 
tunes, such as Esker Hutchins’ version 
of Billy in the Lowground which is 
from a live radio recording which 
it’s believed was done as a joke on 
the other musicians who were trying 
to follow him. There’s also Delbert 
Hughes’ version of Chinquapin and 
Lon Jordan’s Buck Snort, amongst 
many others. All of them are well 
worth a listen. The only ‘new to old-
time’ tune on here is The Wise Maid, a 
traditional Irish reel which Rafe heard 
the Irish band Planxty play in the late 
1970s. Rafe has reworked this into an 
old-time tune which is presented here, 
as David notes, following “a tradition 
that goes back a few hundred years.”
Overall this is an eclectic and 
interesting CD which clearly wants 
the listening audience to share in the 
joy that this music has brought to 
Rafe Stefanini and David Bragger by 
becoming part of the musical heritage 
of these tunes.  Hear them, play them, 
pass them on.

Kat Craddock
Available from: oldtimetikkiparlour.com


